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PETER ELBOW 

Three Levels of Revising 

PETER ELBOW, A NATIONALLY KNOWN scholar and teacher, has studied the experience 
of writing for over forty years. "Three Levels of Revising" is an excerpt from Being a 
Writer: A Community of Writers Revisited, a 2003 writing textbook he coauthored 
with composition teacher and medievalist Pat Belanoff In this piece, Elbow describes 
alternative strategies for how to think about rewriting. 

As a partmg thought, some feedback that would be helpful from other 
readers would be the issue of clanty and style. I feel as though my 1I11tlal draft 
had more "prose poetry" 111 It and thIS subsequent draft IS more "essaY-Ish." 
Does it water down my first thoughts or help to c1anfy them? What areas 
seem to gIve an "ah-ha" response (felt sense, nght?) and what areas make 
you sort of w1l1ce? Any areas where you doze off? Does the SpIrItual tone 
become a religious tone at any point? Your Ideas are most welcome. 

S1I1cerely, 
Beth 

For purposes of the main assignment in this workshop, we are going to think 
of revision as any stage that occurs after you have a complete piece, though
dS we've already said-revision usually occurs at all stages of the writing 
process. 

Many students equate revision with correcting mechanics or copyedit
mg. Experienced writers never confuse the two. For them, revision means 
entering into a conversation with their previous thoughts. They match what 
they have already written against what they now wish to say and create out of 
the two a new piece that suits their present purpose. For example, now that 
we're revising this textbook for a second time, we are aware of the need to in
clude instructions for using electronic media. That awareness has generated the 
need to revise, not just add. What our premises imply is that revision never 
stops. But of course writers need to finish things for particular deadlines, and 
so they revise what they have and submit it-usually with the recognition that 
if they submitted it later, they'd make additional changes. 

Since this is how revision actually works, no can say exactly what revis
ing is. Probably the best definition is that revising is whatever you do to 
Improve a pIece of writing in terms of getting closer to what you want to say 
o a particular reader or readers-whoever they may be (e.g., friends, col
e~gues,  an editor at a publishing house, the general reading public of a partic

publication, a teacher, or even oneself). But to help us talk about revision, 
're lwine to dlstineuish three levels: 

Three Levels of Revising 

1.	 Reseeing or rethinking: changing what a piece says, or its "bones:' 

2.	 Reworking or reshapmg: changing how a piece says it, or changing 

its "muscles." 
3.	 Copyediting or proofreading for mechanics and usage: checking for 

deviations from standard conventions, or changing the writing's 

"skin." 
1. Reseeing or rethinking: changing the bones. When you read over some
you've written, you often realize that it doesn't say what you noW want 

o	 say. Vou noW see you were wrong, or you've changed your mind, or 
need more, or you left something out, or you didn't understand the full 

lications of what you were saying. The process of writing and rereading 
ges you. At its most extreme, this level of revising may mean that you 

wnple up what you've written and aim it toward the trash basket: The car
n image of a writer surrounded by wads of discarded paper is not far from 
truth. Most writers feel they have to discard lots before they come up with 

mething they can use. When A Community ofWriters fIrst came out, Work-
p 5, which is now all about collaboration - using the loop process and the 

Uag as methods- had no mention of collaboration. It was only about the 
e

p process. As we were revising, we mentioned collaboration only briefly. 
the intervening years we got more and more interested in collaboration. 

onsequently, we added a whole new workshop, Workshop 4, on collaborative 

Titing. 
2.	 Reworking or reshaping: changing the muscles. This second level of re

"1Sing means that you're satisfIed with what you are saying (or trying to say) 
t not with how you've said it. Working on "how" tends to mean thinking 
out readers: thinking about how your thoughts will be read or understoOd 

j people other than yourself. Thus feedback from readers is particularly use-
ill for this level of revismg. One of the most common kinds of reworking is to 
.mpro clarity. Sometimes this may mean adding clarifying sentences or tran

ve
Itions- even whole paragraphs. Perhaps you realize you need to change 

or
the order you present things in; or you need an introduction, conclusion, and 

me transitions; or you've implied Ideas or suggested attitudes that you now 
consider unnecessary.* Most common of all, you simply need to leave out parts 
that may be OK in themselves (or even precious to you) but that don't quite 
belong now that you've finally figured out what the piece of writing is really 

*In the reworking level of revising this book, we found ourselves giving a good deal of 
attention to the subtitles scattered throughout the workshops: adding some and clarifYing many. 
Having fmally figured out what we were trymg to say-where we were going-we were now 

crying to improve the road signs others would try to follow. 
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saying. These passages clog your piece and will distract or tire readers. (You 
may not believe we left out a lot of the first draft of this book, but we dio.) 

3. Copyediting or procifreading: changing the skin. This third level of revising 
IS usually what you do right hefore you hand something in or send it to its 
most important readers. At its simplest, it means finding typographical errors. 
At a level slightly above that, it means fixing sentence structure and check
ing spelling, punctuation, subject-verb agreement, and other features of usage. 
The spellchecker on your computer can help, but be careful about pairs such as 
theirlthere and noun and verh endings such as sled. Your spellchecker won't 
pinpoint these for you. 

A writer needs to do all three kinds of revising and ideally in the order 
we've described them. After all, there's no point in fixing the spelling of a word 
or the style of a sentence if you're going to cut it, and no point struggling 
to reword the presentation of an idea until you know you're going to keep it. 
But of course writing activities don't always stay in a neat order. Sometimes it's 
not until you rework the presentation of an idea that you realize that it needs 
to be cut. 

PETER ELB 

From Ranking, Evaluating, and Liki 
Sorting Out Three Forms of Judgm 

<;0 TIlE COIIT JT/-10R OF 1HE PREVIOUS PIECE in this anthology ("Three] A 

,sing"). composition scholar Peter ElboUJ has published widely on many issu( 
·d llJith the process of writing, includin/< audience response, invention, and 
. In this excerpt from his 1991 article "R.anking, Evaluating, and Liking: , 

I 77nee Forms ofJudgment, .. ElboUJ considers the challenges and rpportunill 
illg ran o.fffrfrr student writers as well as writing teachers. 

THE PROBLEMS WITH RANKING 

AND THE BENEFITS OF EVALUATING 

. Because ranking or grading has caused so much discomfort to so mal 
IItS and teachers, T think we see a lot of confusion about the proces 
rd to think clearly about something that has given so many of us such 
, and distress. The most notable confusion I notice is the tendency to 
r if we renounce ranking or grading, we are renouncing the very pos~  

-judgment and discrimination-that we are embracing the idea that tl 
way to distinguish or talk about the difference between what work 

ld what works badly. 
So the most important point, then, is that Jam not arguing against Ju, 

l'l'aluatirn. I'm just arguing against that crude, oversimple way of r('pre 
Idgment-distorting it, really -into a single number, which means r; 
ople and performances along a single continuum. 

In fact J am arguing for evaluation. Evaluation means looking ha 
boughtfully at a piece of writing in order to make distinctions as to tht 

of different features or dimensions. for example, the process of eva] 
nnits us to make the following kinds of statements about a piece of \\ 

The thinking and ideas seemed interesting and creative.� 
The overall structure or sequence st"emed confusing.� 
The writing was perfectly clear at the level of individual se!� 
ano evell paragraph,;.� 
There is an odd, angry tone of voice that seems unrelated 0� 

propriate to what the writer was saying.� 
Yet this same voice is strong and memorahle and makes on,� 
even if one is irritated.� 


